
Versatile, durable and easily adjustable wire shelving is the perfect choice for

your storage, display and material handling requirements. It is constructed of 

long-lasting carbon steel, which is finished in an attractive, scratch-resistant electro-

plated nickel chrome. Wire units assemble easily without the need for nuts and

bolts or complicated tools.

Shelf construction

The open wire construction permits air circulation, light penetration and requires

minimal cleaning because less dust and moisture accumulates on shelf surfaces, an

ideal feature for medical applications. Product is easily visible, making wire shelving

an excellent choice for display purposes. Shelves are fully adjustable and are designed

with wires running front to back to facilitate easy placement and removal of items

without damage. Surface ribs are equally spaced on 13/16" centers and are made

of durable 9-gauge wire. The front, back and sides of the shelf consist of a rein-

forcing truss of 6-gauge wire. At each corner of the shelf there is a conical collar

made of 12-gauge cold rolled steel welded to the parallel rib supports. The collar is

designed to accommodate the vertical posts.

Product highlights
• Durable, long-lasting carbon steel 

construction for a lifetime of use

• High-gloss, scratch-resistant electro-
plated nickel-chrome finish is attractive
enough for display.

• Shelves are fully adjustable to handle 
an array of storage requirements.

• Open-wire design minimizes dust 
collection, maintains open air flow 
and requires minimal cleaning.
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Flexible post design

Posts are made from 1" round tubing, 16-gauge

thickness and are available in a variety of

heights. They have rolled grooves spaced at 1"

centers along their length. The post top has a

finished plastic cap and the post bottom has a

die-cast insert with an adjustable leveling foot

to compensate for uneven floor surfaces.

Starter and add-on shelving units

Starter unit consists of 4 posts, 4 shelves and plastic shelf clips in the height and

shelf sizes indicated below. Select from 4-shelf or 5-shelf units in a chrome-plated

finish. The add-on units consist of 2 posts, 4 shelves, plastic shelf clips and two 

S-hooks for each shelf.

Utility carts

Multi-purpose utility cart can store and transport your records boxes, medical 

supplies or other items. They are easy to handle and can be maneuvered through

corridors and doorways without difficulty. Shelves adjust on 1" increments for

added versatility.

Post height Model no.
54" P54C
63" P63C
74" P74C
86" P86C

Shelf size Model no.
14" x 36" S1436C
14" x 48" S1448C
18" x 24" S1824C
18" x 30" S1830C
18" x 36" S1836C

Shelf size Model no.
18" x 48" S1848C
18" x 60" S1860C
18" x 72" S1872C
24" x 36" S2436C

Shelf size Model no.
24" x 42" S2442C
24" x 48" S2448C
24" x 60" S2460C
24" x 72" S2472C
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